
Pre-Grade 5 Refresher - TV Room

Grade 5 - Welcome 
Congratulations! You’ve reached the end of Grade 4 and should have a strong 

understanding of basic coding concepts listed below.

In Grade 4 you learned about:

✅Basic shape functions - ellipse(), rect() etc
✅Adding colour using fill() and background()
✅Using void setup() and void draw()
✅Loading in  images
✅Conditional (if) Statements

This lesson is to design a TV Room which is much easier than it looks.. 

Step 1 - Saving the Sketch and a background image
Save your Processing sketch as TV Room.

We didn’t draw the background. It was 

found by doing an online image search

for ‘living room wall cartoon’ but see if you

can find your own. Use Save Image As to 

save it to your ‘TV Room’ Sketch folder.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1OU0A7T8i87vYj4GXaK7WgN_FIiPzmGN6/preview


Step Two - Placing a TV on the Background
Import the TV Room background resizing it to the width and height. For a 

more detailed refresher, click here.

Using the rect() function and Tweak Mode if it works on your computer, 

position a TV on the wall. 

Add in Buttons, a logo, a screen area and, using the line function, an 

old-fashioned cartoon aerial. DO NOT copy the numbers below as your 

picture will be different. 

Image File name

Variable Name - ‘bg’

Resizes the image to the 
window’s width and height

Draws the image ‘bg’ starting 
from the top left corner (0,0);

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/533a5f1be4b00bb34469c085/t/5cdaaf746e9a7f557347345e/1557835638787/Loading+Images.pdf


Step Three - Making your channels appear
Do an image search online for TV Screenshots. We went for news, weather, 

sports and kids.

Save theses images into your TV Room folder.

Declare each station with separate PImage objects

like on the right. We also added a ‘fuzz’ variable for

static fuzz to appear when no channels are selected.

Each of the PImage objects will need to be initialised and resized to the 

width and height of your TV screen    ← NB NB NB NB

Our screen’s width and 

height was 660 and 355 

so we resized to this.

Using keyPressed and

if statements have 

your images appear 

when certain keys 

are pressed. Like step 4, the images will appear at different  values to the 

values above (covered in red x’s).

Add an image of some static fuzz, 

which will appear whenever

there is nothing on the screen.

This will need its own PImage etc.



Extension
NOTE - Give this a go, but it is worth remembering it contains concepts which 

you might not be familiar with. We’ll deal with this over the coming weeks!

If you have finished your code to this point, you may notice that your pictures only 

get displayed when keys are held down. To make the channels ‘switch’ we’ll need a 

Boolean something we’ll be looking at a lot over the next few weeks. 

Have a look ahead to Booleans the first lesson in Grade 5 Unit 1 and see if you can 

get a boolean functioning. Don’t worry if you’re put off by these, we’ll be going into 

them in more depth over the coming weeks.

Booleans are like on/off switches. Like variables, 

we need to initialise them and give them a value (true or false) as shown above.

You’ll need to state what happens if the

boolean is true/false as in the example here.

Then we can add code like what is 

shown here to switch on/off the 

boolean (newsOn = !newsOn;) and to 

switch off the ones we don’t need. 

In the advanced version below, we have used collision detection to have the 

buttons control the channels. Page 18 of Grade 4 Unit 4 details how to do this.

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1oPACvGB0bbj5a1kIRFx_NfTtazd5Cewr/preview

